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January, 2022

What we did
Future new spaces
The University budget was approved at the December Governing Board meeting. Among many others, we
allocated funds for the construction of two new students’ residences (one in Piedicastello, and the other
in Santa Margherita, in front of the Collegio Clesio). It will take years to see them completed, but it is
important that the University has accepted our requests.
Furthermore, there are works undergoing at the Department of Economics, which will create new spaces
including a new 64-seat study room on the ground floor.
Online exams
We have obtained the possibility to ask for online exams (including CLA's) for students that are: 1) positive
or quarantined; 2) unable to move due to travel restrictions; 3) that will receive the vaccine on the day of
the exam, the day before, or the day after; 4) for all fragile individuals.
The process for requesting it can be found here: Online Teaching.
In addition, professors may decide to provide online examinations for all the students.
Agreements
The agreements with the Centro Santa Chiara (info: Theatres | UniTrento) and with the association GiPro Giovani Professionisti (info: Associazione Gi.pro | UniTrento) have been renewed.
Movida regulations
The City Council has approved the “Regolamento di convivenza”, which gives the possibility of
establishing "red zones", where the possession of alcohol is prohibited from 11pm to 7am, as well as
various coercive measures towards locals’ owners. The only positive note is that, in the writing of this
document, for the first time the students' representation was listened to as with residents and locals’
owners. But despite the fact that some modifications proposed by the Students’ Council of the City of
Trento have been accepted, from our point of view these regulations are still very critical.
We continue to work to make Piazza Dante a place for the students, where dedicated events will take
place in the spring, and which will be excluded from the aforementioned regulations.
Third vaccine dose
To get the third dose, if you have been vaccinated outside the province of Trentino, you must call 800 867
388 (even if you received a vaccine not approved by the EMA). Instead, if you did the second dose in
Trentino, or if you need to book the first or second dose, you can book it from the APSS website.
CLA new exams
From January 10, exams will start with the reading-comprehension part, so that the oral-comprehension
part will be taken afterwards. We have asked this inversion since the oral-comprehension is the module
that presents the most failures, and if placed first it does not allow to effectively test your language skills.
This is a first step, but our goal is for the modules to be completely separate, so that if you fail, you can
retake only the failed part and not the entire exam.

What we are working on
Online exams
This month there is one aspect that stands out above all the others: the pandemic situation is worsening,
Trentino is in the yellow zone and could become orange, and, after the last decree, asymptomatic
vaccinated positive people do not have to observe quarantine. All this means that, in all likelihood, there
will be infected people at every exam, whether they are aware of it or not.
It is necessary that all the students will have the possibility to choose how to do an exam: online or in
presence. This will also alleviate the critical situation in the students' residences, where we expect many
positive cases.
For the few exams that cannot be transferred online, we need a strict protocol that includes: distancing,
sanitizing the classroom each time it is used, air ventilation, entrances in shifts and systematic green pass
controls.

P.S. As you can see, the representation is active and working for you, so if you have any doubts or problems
you can contact your Department’s representatives or the Students’ Council, by email or on social media.
The President of the Students’ Council
Edoardo Giudici

The Students’ Council
Who we are and what we do
The Students’ Council (CdS) is the
upper body that expresses the
opinions and the political will of all
the students of the University of
Trento, by the means of Motions
and Opinions.
Here are discussed topics regarding
the community of the University of
Trento in general. Deputy delegates
are nominated and they work
together with their commissions on
each specific topic.
The Council elects its President, who represents all the students inside and outside our University, and
is a member of both the University Governing Board and the Provincial Coordination Committee.
You can find our Regulations and more details about the CdS on the dedicated section.
Current members of the Council
Federico Amalfa - CdS Vicepresident
Fiorella Bredariol - Associations and University life delegate, member of UniCittà
Enrica Brugnara - Member of the FormID
Emma Cabascia - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Nicolò Capovilla Testa - Work delegate, Collegio Bernardo Clesio delegate
Alice Capra - Public transportation delegate
Carlotta Chiaramonte - Didactic delegate, member of the PQA, member of the FormID
Gabriele Di Fazio - University facilities delegate
Lorenzo Emer - Merit enhancement delegate
Edoardo Giudici - CdS President, member of the CdA, member of the Co.Pro.Co
Francesca Grassi - Member of the Academic Senate
Mattia Guarnerio - Member of the Academic Senate, CLA delegate
Giorgia Lombardi - Students’ welfare delegate
Michele Minniti
Marta Pastrello - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Ginevra Perruggini - Secretary
Giovanni Poletti - University facilities delegate
Micaela Ruvolo - Internationalization delegate
Petra Zatelli - Environmental sustainability delegate
Delegates without membership
Sofia Carroccia - Legality and fight against the mafia delegate
Matteo Rizzi - Information technologies delegate
Giacomo Saroldi - Internationalization delegate

